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Abstract

The spatially distributed MESH hydrologic model (Pietroniro et al., 2007) was success-
fully calibrated and then validated for the prediction of snow water equivalent (SWE)
and streamflow in the Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed in Idaho, USA. The
tradeoff between fitting to SWE versus streamflow data was assessed and showed5

that both could be simultaneously predicted with good quality by the MESH model.
Not surprisingly, calibrating to only one objective (e.g. SWE) yielded poor simulation
results for the other objective (e.g. streamflow). The multiobjective calibration problem
in this study was efficiently solved via a simple weighted objective function approach
and analyses showed that the approach yielded a balanced solution between the ob-10

jectives. Our approach therefore eliminated the need to rely on a potentially more
computationally intensive evolutionary multiobjective algorithm to approximate the en-
tire tradeoff surface between objectives. Additional calibration experiments showed
that for our calibration computational budget (2000 model evaluations), the autocali-
bration procedure would fail without being initialized to a model parameter set carefully15

determined for this specific case study. This study serves as a benchmark for MESH
model simulation accuracy which can be compared with future versions of MESH.

1 Introduction

Almost all hydrologic models contain effective physical and/or conceptual model pa-
rameters that are either difficult or impossible to measure directly. The same is true20

for more complex hydrologic models coupling land-surface and hydrologic schemes to
better represent both the energy and water balance. Therefore, when possible, the
application of these models require that model parameters are adjusted so that model
predictions reasonably replicate the observed environmental system response data.
The process of model parameter conditioning to historical system response data is25

called calibration. Hydrologic model calibration in cold regions can be a difficult task
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because modellers usually wish to calibrate the model to multiple observed time series
such as distributed point-scale snow water equivalent (SWE) measurements and one
or more streamflow measurements that aggregate the upstream basin response.

The traditional or original approach to model calibration has been to calibrate the
model manually by trial and error. Hydrologic modellers soon realized the benefits5

of posing the model calibration problem as a formal optimization problem that can be
solved with a variety of numerical optimization algorithms. Solving a calibration prob-
lem this way is often referred to as automatic calibration. Early automatic calibration
studies utilized local optimizers that find locally optimal solutions (Ibbitt, 1970; Nash and
Sutcliffe, 1970). Studies soon followed that recognized the need to employ global opti-10

mizers to better approximate the global optimum (e.g. Price, 1978; Masri et al., 1980).
Early global optimizers were then replaced with evolutionary optimization algorithms
such as the Genetic Algorithm (Wang, 1991) and the Shuffled Complex Evolution algo-
rithm (Duan et al., 1992) that solve the optimization problem by mimicing the evolution
of biological populations over time.15

In addition to the above progress in single objective automatic calibration, the model
calibration literature has progressed to more advanced approaches that pose and solve
multiobjective calibration problems (the focus of this paper) as well as uncertainty-
based calibration problems (e.g. Beven and Binley, 1992). Multiobjective model cali-
bration methods have generally been derived from the field of multiobjective optimiza-20

tion. In multiobjective optimization, there are multiple objectives to simulataneously
optimize that are conflicting. In other words, the optimal solution for one objective does
not yield the optimal solution for other objectives that are conflicting. Instead of a sin-
gle optimum, in multiobjective optimization, there is a set of solutions that define the
tradeoff between objectives such that each solution is non-dominated with respect to25

one another. A solution is non-dominated (also called Pareto Optimal) when no fea-
sible solution exists that improves upon one of the objectives without degrading the
value of at least one of the other objectives. The general goal of multiobjective opti-
mization is to either locate one non-dominated solution or approximate the entire set of
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non-dominated solutions.
Since hydrologic model development in cold regions typically involves measures of

snow processes (i.e. snowmelt and snow accumulation) and streamflow over time, the
calibration of models in cold regions could generally be thought of as a multiobjective
problem. Multiobjective model calibration has been solved in a number of ways but the5

majority of studies have solved the problem in one of two different approaches. The
first approach is a classic approach in multiobjective optimization and aggregates dif-
ferent calibration objectives into a single objective function (e.g. a weighted objective
function) such that single objective optimizers can be used to solve the calibration prob-
lem. Some examples of aggregating objective functions into a single objective in mul-10

tiobjective hydrologic model calibration include Madsen (2000, 2003); van Griensven
and Bauwens (2003) and Tolson and Shoemaker (2007). The aggregated objective
approach can be solved to yield a single non-dominated solution which the modeller
would have to deem an acceptable calibration result (although the search history can
certainly be post-processed to search for more solutions). The aggregated objective15

approach requires modellers to specify preferences about objectives prior to optimiza-
tion. Alternatively, the iterative application of such an approach with a systematic vari-
ation in preferences (i.e. systematic variation of the weights in a weighted objective
function) can produce an approximation of the non-dominated set of solutions.

The other approach to multiobjective model calibration which is perhaps now more20

common than the aggregation of objectives approach is to apply advanced algorithms
to approximate the entire non-dominated set such that the modeller can then evaluate
the resultant tradeoffs and select a solution they deem to best balance all objectives.
The advanced algorithms often utilized for this multiobjective procedure are Evolution-
ary Multiobjective Optimizers or EMOs (see for example Tang et al., 2006). Other25

EMOs applied to hydrologic model calibration are demonstrated in Yapo et al. (1998);
Vrugt et al. (2003); Fenicia et al. (2007) and Khu et al. (2008). EMOs are much like
their single objective evolutionary algorithm predecessors except that they evolve a
population of solutions towards the non-dominated front or set of solutions. Deb (2001)
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refers to this multiobjective optimization approach as an ideal approach. Given enough
computation time, this is certainly the ideal multiobjective model calibration approach
since the hydrologic modeller would be able to examine the tradeoffs in objectives from
the results of the multiobjective algorithm and then select a calibration solution that
yielded their preferred balance between calibration objectives.5

Unfortunately, with complicated distributed hydrologic models, runtimes are often
prohibitive and provide for limited total model evaluations during calibration. Further-
more, van Griensven and Bauwens (2003) report that EMOs such as MOCOM (Yapo
et al., 1998) can require very high computation times. Higher computation times rela-
tive to single objective procedures might be expected because EMOs are attempting10

to recover a set of solutions instead of searching for only the best solution. There-
fore, this study solves a computationally intensive multiobjective calibration study using
a weighted objective function approach and performs some simple checks to ensure
the resultant weighted solutions are appropriately balanced solutions. Specifically, we
compare the independent single objective calibration results to the solution from our15

weighted objective function approach.
This study focuses on evaluating the spatially distributed MESH hydrologic model

(Pietroniro et al., 2007) performance for snow water equivalent (SWE) and streamflow
predictions in the Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed in Idaho, USA. MESH and
its earlier versions have been previously applied in cold regions (Davison et al., 2006;20

Soulis and Seglenieks, 2007; Dornes et al., 2008a, b). Of these studies, Davison et
al. (2006) and Dornes et al. (2008) calibrated MESH for SWE or snow covered area
(SCA) and streamflow while Pietroniro et al. (2007) assessed MESH model predictions
of SWE and streamflow after very little calibration. Despite the consideration of mul-
tiple objectives in a number of MESH modelling studies, none of the above studies25

have compared the calibrated solution to an approximate set of non-dominated solu-
tions. In other words, the tradeoffs between MESH calibration objectives has yet to
be assessed. In order to evaluate the quality of the MESH simulations, we use MESH
to model the extremely well-instrumented Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed.
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This study therefore also serves as a benchmark for MESH model simulation accuracy
which can be compared with future versions of MESH.

2 Methodology

2.1 Case study: Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed

The Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed is located in the Owyhee Mountains of5

south western Idaho, approximately 80 km west of Boise, Idaho in the United States of
America. The basin was set up as a research basin by the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) in the mid 1960’s to address the issues of water supply, seasonal
snow, soil freezing, water quality, and rangeland hydrology (Slaughter et al., 2001).
This study focuses on the headwater study area of Reynolds Creek, referred to as10

the Tollgate weir. This area of the watershed was selected because it receives the
most annual precipitation, contains all of the snow study sites, and is considered an un
altered watershed (i.e. water is not diverted for irrigation).

The Tollgate sub-watershed ranges in elevation from 1410–2241 m a.s.l. and covers
an area of approximately 54.5 km2 (Peirson et al., 2001). The majority of the precipita-15

tion for this sub-watershed is received as snow during the months of December to May
(Marks, 2001). There is a large range in annual precipitation within the sub-watershed,
with annual precipitation varying from 500 mm/year to 1100 mm/year (Hanson, 2000).

Many other studies have used the Reynolds Creek Expirmental Watershed for the
simulation of SWE and/or streamflow with models other than MESH (e.g. Bathurst and20

Cooley, 1996; Franz et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008).

2.1.1 MESH Model description

Environment Canada’s Modelling Environment Community Surface Hydrological model
(Pietroniro et al., 2007), MESH, is the successor to the regional domain mesoscale hy-
drometeorolgy model developed under the Mackenzie GEWEX study (MAGS) (Soulis25
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and Seglenieks, 2007) when the model was named WATCLASS. MESH combines the
Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) developed at Environment Canada (Versh-
egy, 1991) for the vertical energy and water balance and the routing code from WAT-
FLOOD (Kouwen and Mousavi, 2002), a distributed hydrological model developed at
the University of Waterloo. Thus, MESH has combined the strengths of a sophisti-5

cated energy and water balance model in CLASS with the ability to compare runoff to
measured streamflow using the routing code from WATFLOOD.

Previous studies using WATCLASS (a predecessor of MESH) and MESH have been
performed using arctic case studies (Davison et al., 2006; Dornes et al., 2008a, b)
and regional scale case studies (Pietroniro et al., 2007). The studies by Davison et10

al. (2006), Dornes et al. (2008a, b) examined approaches to improve simulations in
artic watersheds, while Pietroniro et al. (2007) applied the MESH model to regional
scale hydrological forecasting for the Laurentian Great Lakes.

The MESH model uses the grouped response approach developed by Kouwen et
al. (1993) for modeling subgrid variability in addition to the CLASS approach of subgrid15

variability that allows the GRUs to be subdivided based on land surface characteristics
(i.e. vegetation, slope or aspect) into “tiles”. The GRU approach was developed for the
WATFLOOD hydrological model to deal with basin heterogeneity in a computationally
efficient manner by combining areas of similar hydrological behavior.

In the GRU approach, a grouping of all areas with similar land cover (or other at-20

tribute) such that a grid square will contain a limited number of distinct GRUs. Runoff
generated from the different groups of GRUs are then summed together and routed
to the stream and river systems. Two GRUs with the same percentages of land cover
types, rainfall, and initial conditions will produce the same amount of runoff regard-
less of how these land cover classes are distibuted. The major advantage of the GRU25

approach is that it can incorporate necessary physics while retaining simplicity of op-
eration (Kouwen and Mousavi, 2002).

This study used MESH version 1.3 with some slight modifications for compilation on
an HP Linux operating system. For the modeling work done in this study using MESH,
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only one level of subgrid representation was applied so that multiple GRUs only have
one vegetation class and there was no further subdivision of the GRUs into tiles. Un-
der this GRU strategy, MESH computes fluxes (e.g. overland flow) and tracks state or
prognostic variables (e.g. SWE, soil water content) for each GRU in every grid cell.
Streamflow for each grid cell outlet is computed from the total (or area weighted aver-5

age) overland flow, interflow and baseflow of all GRUs in the grid cell. Similarly, fluxes
into the atmosphere for each grid cell are calculated as the area weighted averages
from the GRUs.

2.2 Model input development

The MESH model was configured using meteorological data, geographic information10

and observed state values. The model was initialized to start on 2 September 1986.
Meteorological data (shortwave solar radiation, relative humidity, ambient air temper-
ature, dew-point temperature, wind speed and direction, atmospheric pressure and
vapour pressure) were collected at three stations within the Reynolds Creek Water-
shed. One of these stations is located within the Tollgate sub-watershed, in the head-15

waters of Reynolds Creek. The three stations were used to interpolate the meteoro-
logical data for the Tollgate watershed. Precipitation in Reynolds Creek is monitored
extensively and in 1986 there were seventeen dual precipitation gauges active within
the watershed, and seven of them were located within the Tollgate sub-watershed. Any
required meteorological data that were not measured, such as long wave radiation20

were interpolated using measured data and standard methods.
Reynolds Creek was distributed into six consolidated GRUs based on the vegetative

land cover data, mapped by the USDA. Five of these land cover types are present within
the tollgate sub-watershed and are presented in Fig. 1. The dominant vegetative land
cover at Reynolds Creek is a shrub species, commonly know as sagebrush. Details on25

the breakdown of the land areas within Reynolds Creek are presented in Table 1.
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2.2.1 Calibration data

At the Tollgate weir, flows are measured using drop-box V-notch weir. The mean annual
discharge for the site is 0.424 m3/s with the peak flow typically occurring after the spring
snowmelt period (Pierson et al., 2001).

The USDA established seven initial snow course sites in 1961, and one additional5

snow course was added in 1970 (Marks et al., 2001). A snow pillow was also installed
near a snow course site in 1983 to record daily SWE readings that could be validated
using data collected from the snow course site. Two snow course sites plus one snow
pillow site were selected as SWE calibration locations as shown in Fig. 2. The three
sites range in elevation from 1743 m a.s.l. to 2061 m a.s.l. The average SWE for the10

sites is 225 mm, 325 mm and 500 mm for 155×54, 167×07 and the snow pillow, re-
spectively. The calibration sites were selected based on the ability to match vegetation
descriptions of each site with modelled vegetation as well as the conditions at each
site. For example, a snow course site known to have significant snow redistribution
was not included for calibration since MESH does not currently simulate this process.15

3 Model calibration and validation

All MESH model simulations were performed on SHARCNET (Shared Hierarchical
Academic Research Computing Network), a parallel computing facility. This was done
to decrease total computational time by taking advantage of the thousands of proces-
sors available through SHARCNET. The executable files and binary files for the models20

were compiled on SHARCNET (an HP LINUX operating system).
Model calibration is the perturbation of model parameters within reasonable ranges

to improve the agreement between simulated model predictions and measured data
for the system being modelled. Calibration may involve manual methods such as trial
and error, or automatic calibration procedures that use an optimization algorithm. This25

study used an automatic calibration procedure.
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Model calibration was focused on improving the agreement between simulated and
measured streamflow and/or SWE time series data. The objective function selected
to quantify the quality of agreement between the simulated and measured SWE and
streamflow was the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency measure (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970). It
was selected because it is a common measure of model performance in hydrology that5

can be applied to both streamflow and SWE time series and because it normalizes
the calibration objectives to the same scale. The Nash-Sutcliffe measure is a sum
of squares based efficiency measure with a maximum value of 1.0 resulting from a
perfect fit of the simulation and negative values indicating very poor model predictive
quality. It generally measures simulation quality in terms of the shape and volume of10

the hydrograph; however it does place a large emphasis on peak events. The Nash-
Sutcliffe (NS) value compares a simulated and observed time series over N time steps
is calculated as follows:

NS =1−

N∑
i=1

(Si −Oi )
2

N∑
i=1

(Oi −Oavg)2

Where Si is the simulated value at time step i , Oi is the observed value at time step i ,15

and Oavg is the average observed value for the N time steps.
The Dynamically Dimensioned Search (DDS) algorithm (Tolson and Shoemaker,

2007) was selected as the automatic calibration tool for this study. DDS is well suited
for optimization problems with a large number of calibration parameters, such as a dis-
tributed watershed model. DDS was designed specifically for automatic calibration and20

the algorithm is able to rapidly converge to a good calibration solution and easily avoids
poor local optima (Tolson and Shoemaker, 2007).

The model calibration experiments are described in detail in Sect. 4.1 to go along
with all the results and the experimental design is only outlined here. Three separate
calibration problems or experiments were solved:25
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1. A single objective calibration to streamflow at the Tollgate weir.

2. A single objective calibration to calibrate SWE for each of the three SWE calibra-
tion locations. Sites were each located on different GRU types. For comparative
purposes with the streamflow objective, the overall SWE calibration results are
summarized as an overall average NS value with each SWE site given equal im-5

portance.

3. A multiobjective calibration to optimize both the overall average SWE NS value
and the streamflow NS value. To calibrate both objective functions (streamflow
and SWE) simultaneously, the objective function was defined as the average of
the streamflow NS value and the overall average SWE NS such that streamflow10

and overall SWE performance were weighted equally. The goal of calibrating both
objectives with equal importance was to try to yield a balanced solution between
the streamflow and SWE calibration objectives.

Since DDS, like most global optimizers, is stochastic due to the use of random num-
bers, optimization results can vary between optimization trials. As such, each of the15

calibration problems above were solved with five different optimization trials. This was
done to minimize the impacts of randomness on the resulting comparison of calibration
results between the three calibration problems.

The simulation period for Reynolds Creek began on 2 September 1986 and ran until
31 December 1988. Because the model was initialized with measured data, a relatively20

short spin-up period was used to reduce the computational time of the model. Model
spin-up took place from 2 September to 31 December 1986. Model calibration took
place during the 1987 and 1988 calendar years. Each calibration period simulation re-
quired approximately five minutes to complete on the SHARCNET computing system.
Although more data were available for calibration, the extreme computational burden25

associated with the tens of thousands of model runs required in our experiments pro-
hibited using more than a two year long calibration period. The model validation period
(post-calibration performance) was assessed for the 1990 to 1992 calendar years.
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The model parameters selected for calibration are described in detail in
MacLean (2009) and are summarized here. Only the model parameters in the two
largest GRUs in the Tollgate watershed or those in the GRUs where the SWE calibra-
tion data were located were selected for calibration (calibrated GRUs covered approx-
imately 90% of the basin). Parameters in each GRU were calibrated independently5

instead of using a single calibration multiplier. Model parameters calibrated included
those describing vegetation properties (e.g. rooting depth), soil composition percent-
ages and hydrologic conveyance (e.g. channel roughness). Model parameters in the
non-calibrated GRUs were kept at their initial values since their impact on the cali-
bration results was insignificant. Up to 88 MESH model parameters were calibrated10

simultaneously in the calibration experiments.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Uncalibrated results

The initial parameter values used for the calibration of the MESH model were assigned
based on case study specific measured values where possible. Coefficients and other15

parameters that were not measured were assigned values based on recommended
values from CLASS or MESH model documentation or previous MESH calibration stud-
ies. Some preliminary MESH runs were utilized to identify initial values of some model
parameters.

Using the initial or uncalibrated parameter values for the different land classes, the20

resulting NS values for both streamflow (0.19) and the snow course sites (−0.46 and
−1.13) were quite poor, while the NS value at the snow pillow site (0.40) was somewhat
better. In the case of streamflow, the simulation resulted in an earlier spring melt as well
as an unrealistically low flow during the summer (Fig. 3). The timing of the snowmelt
at the snow pillow site (Fig. 4) and the snow course sites (Figs. 5 and 6) was far too25

early. As well, the bias values showed that the simulated values were much less than
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the measured values for both streamflow and SWE (Table 2).

4.2 Streamflow calibration

A calibration was then performed solely using the NS value for streamflow as the objec-
tive function. The calibration problem was solved with five different DDS optimization
trials of 2000 model simulations each where each trial used a different random number5

seed. Each DDS optimization trial was initialized to the initial model parameter values
in Sect. 4.1. Only parameters in the two largest GRUs were calibrated in this problem
(approximately 80% of the watershed) yielding a total of 62 calibrated parameters.

The NS value for streamflow ranged from 0.80 to 0.90 with an average of 0.86. Both
the timing and magnitude of the simulated streamflow was much improved in all the10

calibrated runs as reflected in their very high NS value. Table 2 summarizes the bias
and NS for streamflow (as well as SWE) for the best streamflow calibration result.
Although it was not an explicit calibration objective, it was encouraging that the overall
streamflow bias improved to −1% showing that the overall simulated volume of runoff
was very close to the measured volume.15

The calibration of the streamflow parameters only impacted one snow course site,
155×54, due to the distribution of the snow courses in the GRUs. Thus, the other snow
course site, 167×07, and the snow pillow site showed the same performance metrics
(bias and NS) relative to the uncalibrated results in Table 2. However the snow course
site impacted by the streamflow calibration, 155×54, showed a drastic decrease in20

model performance with the calibration of streamflow (Table 2).
The process of determining a representative initial parameter values (see Sect. 4.1)

can be a difficult or time consuming part of the model set up for the hydrologist and
typically requires a strong working knowledge of the model. As an alternative to this
process, a randomly generated set of parameter values confined by appropriate ranges25

could also be used to initialize the automatic calibration algorithm. This is a common
approach when global optimization algorithms are used for automatic calibration (Duan
1992; Tolson and Shoemaker, 2007) and thus a potentially time saving alternative. This
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alternative was tested for the calibration of the model to streamflow and a second set of
autocalibration results under the same conditions as above (except utilizing a random
initial solution) showed severely degraded algorithm performance with the average NS
at approximately 0.0 instead of 0.86.

4.3 SWE calibration5

A set of five DDS calibration trials of 2000 model simulations were then performed
using the average of the NS values at the three SWE sites as the objective function.
The calibration problem was solved with five different DDS optimization trials of 2000
model simulations each, where each trial used a different random number seed. Each
DDS optimization trial was initialized to the initial model parameter values in Sect. 4.1.10

Only parameters that impacted SWE in the three GRUs with SWE calibration data were
calibrated (39 parameters).

The resulting values of NS and bias for the SWE sites (Table 2) show that there were
parameter sets that generated good quality simulations of SWE. The performance of
the model at the 155×54 snow course site was degraded relative to the other two SWE15

sites. The simulation of the SWE at the snow pillow was very close the measured
values with a NS value of 0.97 and a bias of only 1%.

However, the streamflow results were very poor when using SWE as the objective
function. The −2.29 value of NS was much worse than the uncalibrated results and the
bias of 75% shows that the parameter sets greatly overestimated the simulated flow at20

the Tollgate weir.

4.4 Calibration of both streamflow and SWE

The previous calibration experiments (using only SWE and only streamflow for the
objective function) were bounding cases to be used to help assess the quality and
balance between objectives of our main or overall strategy to calibrate both objectives25

simultaneously. The multiobjective calibration of SWE and streamflow was performed
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by maximizing the average of the streamflow NS and overall SWE NS values. A total
of five DDS optimization trials were performed in the same manner as the previous
calibrations.

Results for this multiobjective calibration are shown in Table 2 for the best of the five
calibration trials. Compared to the bounding calibrations, the multiobjective calibration5

parameter set reflected a reasonable compromise or balanced solution between the
calibration objectives. For example, for the best multiobjective calibration result (highest
average NS), the corresponding NS value for streamflow (0.89) was only slightly less
than the best streamflow NS when the calibration objective was only streamflow (0.90).
Similarly, the bias value degraded only slightly (from −1% to −8%). Considering SWE,10

the best multiobjective calibration result (highest average NS) also showed fairly small
degradations in performance relative to the case where only SWE was the calibration
objective (the NS value was degraded by 0.02, 0.18 and 0.23 for sites 167×07, snow
pillow and 155×54, respectively).

Since we consider the best multiobjective calibration result (highest average NS) as15

our calibrated model, the corresponding calibration hydrographs as well as the cali-
bration measured and modelled SWE time series’ are shown in Figs. 3–6. In general,
comparing the uncalibrated to calibrated simulation results in Figs. 3–6 shows that im-
provements in model predictions due to calibration were substantial. The hydrographs
of the calibrated and observed streamflow in Fig. 3 show that the timing and magnitude20

of the peaks matched quite well.
The time series comparison at the snow pillow site (Fig. 4) shows that in general the

simulated maximum SWE value was notably less than the measured value, particularly
during the 1987–1988 snow season. Although the simulated accumulation of SWE
tracked well with the measured values in the early part of winter, the simulated result25

shows the snowpack disappeared almost a month later than the measured snowpack.
The snow course data from site 167×07 (Fig. 5) shows that the simulation of SWE was
very close to measured snow course data and in particular, the model did a better job
simulating the date the snowpack disappeared in comparison with the snow pillow. The
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snow course simulated at site 155×54 (Fig. 6), showed the lowest agreement with the
measured data (NS value of 0.45) as some substantial deviations in the simulated and
measured trends were apparent around the peak measured SWE values. The SWE
peaks at site 155×54 were also under-predicted.

4.5 Validation5

The model performance with the calibrated model parameter set was assessed relative
to the measured data for the 1990–1992 validation period with a model spin-up period
from 2 September 1989 to 31 December 1989.

The performance metrics (bias and NS) for the validation period are also included
in Table 2 and show that the MESH model performed reasonably well. The NS value10

for streamflow was 0.73 with a bias of 17% (both of which were somewhat degraded
relative to the calibration period). For the snow pillow and snow course site 167×07,
results were similarly degraded. However, at the location with the worst calibration pe-
riod performance metrics (155×54) the bias and NS both improved notably in validation
(e.g. NS went from 0.45 in calibration to 0.85 in validation).15

Figure 7 compares the time series of the simulated and measured streamflow for the
validation period and shows that the timing of the simulated streamflow was generally
very good with some peak flow magnitudes having notable errors at times during the
simulation. Results in Fig. 7 show that although the model closely simulated the largest
flow event in the validation period, in each year between March and May the model20

failed to predict a few other large events.
The simulation of SWE at the snow pillow site in Fig. 8 showed the same pattern of

lower SWE values and late melt that was present in the calibrated simulations. The
simulation results for site 167×07 (Fig. 9) showed better melt timing than the snow
pillow while simulation results at 155×54 (Fig. 10) were clearly improved relative to the25

calibration period.
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4.6 Discussion

Overall, the multiobjective calibration results were promising. However, more investi-
gation is needed to determine the source of the snowmelt timing problems evident at
the snow pillow site. When the model was calibrated only to SWE, these timing issues
at the snow pillow site were not present. It appears that simulating high quality hydro-5

graphs with MESH comes at the expense of slower than observed snowmelt rates at
the snow pillow site (as well as site 155×54).

Figure 11 shows the results of the three calibration experiments (previously dis-
cussed and analyzed in Sect. 4) in calibration objective space. All calibration experi-
ment optimization trials (five for each of the three experiments) are depicted and the10

solutions or points on the graph that are non-dominated are denoted with a large open
circle. Note that each of the five streamflow calibration results are just slightly domi-
nated by one of the multiobjective solutions. The reason for this result is that the multi-
objective calibration involved calibrating more parameters (more land classes) than the
streamflow calibration experiments. As such, the autocalibration algorithm was able to15

generate a solution in one multiobjective run with a slightly better NS for streamflow
(0.914 versus 0.904).

Figure 11 demonstrates that the weighted objective approach utilized for calibration
yielded balanced solutions that are close to the ideal but unreachable calibration re-
sult (NS=1 for both objectives). Clearly, in this problem, the non-dominated solutions20

or tradeoff curve has a kink or knee-point very close to the ideal point. We believe
that given a complete set of non-dominated solutions (or tradeoff curve) like this one
between two objectives, the vast majority of hydrologic modellers would quickly select
a calibration solution from this kinked region of the tradeoff. In such cases (a kinked
tradeoff close to the ideal calibration solution), so long as the objectives are described25

in units that are comparable to the hydrologist or they are appropriately normalized
(for example with Nash-Sutcliffe or with the method proposed in van Griensven and
Bauwens, 2003), the weighted objective approach to multiobjective calibration can find
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these balanced solutions. Madsen (2003) presents another example of a biobjective
tradeoff between calibration objectives with a well defined kink towards the ideal cal-
ibration solution. As a result, if modellers have concerns about using Evolutionary
Multiobjective Optimizers (EMOs) due to excessive model evaluations in combination
with excessive model run times, the weighted objective approach may be an accept-5

able alternative in certain instances. Ahmadi and Arabi (2009) also indicated that in
certain multiobjective calibration problems, single objective optimizers can be used in
place of more complex EMOs. However, if computation time is not a concern, applying
an EMO to approximate the objective between tradeoffs, and thus completely inform
the hydrologic modeller, is definitely preferred over a weighted objective approach.10

With respect to the MESH model, the tradeoff in Fig. 11 indicates MESH can simul-
taneously simulate SWE and streamflow with fairly high quality. Consider if, instead of
the results in Fig. 11, the non-dominated simultaneous streamflow and SWE calibra-
tion points in Fig. 11 fell close to the straight line joining the top-left and bottom-right
corners of Fig. 11 (e.g. at the point [0.0, 0.0]). Such a result would strongly indicate (at15

least for Reynolds Creek) that MESH was not able to simultaneously simulate these
two quantities with reasonable quality. Considering the previous MESH model calibra-
tion studies reviewed in Sect. 1.0, this study is the first to depict the tradeoff between
calibration objectives. As a result, we have shown a case study with the MESH model
where drastic improvements in one objective are possible with only small changes in20

the other objective.

5 Conclusions

The spatially distributed MESH hydrologic model (Pietroniro et al., 2007) was success-
fully calibrated and then validated for the prediction of snow water equivalent (SWE)
and streamflow in the Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed in Idaho, USA. The25

tradeoff between fitting to SWE versus streamflow data was assessed and showed
that both could be simultaneously predicted with MESH. Not surprisingly, calibrating
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to only one objective (e.g. SWE) yielded poor simulation results for the other objective
(e.g. streamflow). In this case study, the multiobjective calibration problem was effi-
ciently solved via a simple weighted objective function approach to yield a balanced
solution between the objectives and thus eliminated the need to rely on a potentially
more computationally intensive evolutionary multiobjective algorithm to approximate5

the entire tradeoff surface between objectives. The single objective DDS algorithm
(Tolson and Shoemaker, 2007) was applied to solve the 88 parameter calibration prob-
lem using a total of 2000 MESH model evaluations per optimization trial. A reasonable
quality initial model parameter set carefully determined for this specific case study was
absolutely critical to achieve satisfactory autocalibration results on our computational10

scale of interest. Therefore, MESH hydrologic modellers should carefully determine an
appropriate and case study specific initial parameter set to inform the autocalibration
procedure.

Given the Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed is so extremely well-
instrumented, this study therefore also serves as a benchmark for MESH model simu-15

lation accuracy which can be compared with future versions of MESH. Future work is
being conducted to improve MESH efficiency and continue calibration experiments for
additional sites within Reynolds Creek.
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Table 1. Land class descriptions and percent area for Tollgate subwatershed.

GRU CLASS Area CLASS Vegetation Description
Number code (%) Descriptions (USDA)

1 2 64% Broad Leaf Low Sagebrush
Mountain Sagebrush-Snowberry

2 2 15% Broad Leaf Wyoming Sagebrush
Wyoming Sagebrush-Bitterbrush

3 1 0% Needle Leaf Greasewood

4 2 9% Broad Leaf Quaking Aspen

5 1 8% Needle Leaf Conifer

6 3 4% Crops Cultivated
Other Vegetation
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Table 2. Model performance metrics across all three calibration problems (only the best cali-
bration result for each problem is shown).

Streamflow SWE Multiobjective

Uncalibrated Calibration Calibration Calibration Validation
Locations (1987–1988) (1987–1988) (1987–1988) (1987–1988) (1990–1992)

Bias NS Bias NS Bias NS Bias NS Bias NS

Streamflow −30% 0.19 −1% 0.90 75% −2.29 −8% 0.89 17% 0.73
Snow Pillow −44% 0.40 −44% 0.40 1% 0.97 −20% 0.79 −26% 0.75
167×07 −49% −0.46 −49% −0.46 0% 0.83 0% 0.81 −13% 0.68
15×54 −64% −1.13 −76% −1.87 −20% 0.68 −29% 0.45 −2% 0.85
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Fig. 1. Consolidated land classes simulated in MESH model for the southern portion of
Reynolds Creek (Tollgate subwatershed), Idaho, USA.
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Fig. 2. Data monitoring locations used in the modelling of the Tollgate subwatershed in
Reynolds Creek, Idaho, USA.
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Fig. 3. Observed and simulated streamflow at Tollgate weir for the calibration period. Calibrated
streamflow is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 4. Observed and simulated SWE at the snow pillow site for the calibration period. Cali-
brated SWE is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 5. Observed and simulated SWE at site 167×07 for the calibration period. Calibrated SWE
is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 6. Observed and simulated SWE at site 155×54 for the calibration period. Calibrated SWE
is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 7. Observed and simulated streamflow at the Tollgate weir for the validation period. Cali-
brated streamflow is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 8. Observed and simulated SWE at snow pillow site for the validation period. Calibrated
SWE is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 9. Observed and simulated SWE at site 167×07 for the validation period. Calibrated SWE
is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 10. Observed and simulated SWE at site 155×54 for the validation period. Calibrated
SWE is from the best multiobjective calibration result.
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Fig. 11. Calibration experiment results in terms of the streamflow NS and overall average SWE
NS for all three calibration experiments (five optimization trials per experiment).
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